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Communication

Proloquo2Go
AssitiveWear B.V.

$189.99

Baby Sign
iDev2.com

$4.99

ABABasic
KV Adaptive LLC

$1.99

Answers:YesNo
SimplifiedTouch

$0.99

ChoiceBoard
Maker
Andy Ka Chung
Tam

Free
iPad only

Proloquo2Go provides a full-featured augmentative and alternative
communication solution for people who have difficulty speaking. It
provides natural sounding text-to-speech voices (INITIALLY AMERICAN
AND BRITISH ENGLISH ONLY), high resolution up-to-date symbols,
powerful automatic conjugations, a default vocabulary of over 7000
items, full expandability and extreme ease of use.
Baby Sign is the Ultimate Gold Standard VIDEO phrase book with 229
Baby Signs (ASL) right at your fingertips. Baby Sign is the perfect
reference for parents who want to communicate and connect with their
child through sign language.
Designed by a BCBA and biomedical engineer, ABABasic, makes running
a discrete trail something you can do anytime its convenient. The
discrete trial is the cornerstone of many beginning ABA (applied
behavior analysis) programs. ABABasic makes running these trials
accessible, easy to run, and records all the data into an easy to use and
automatic email file, perfect for transferring data to paper file, PC or
Mac.
Answers:YesNo was designed with one purpose in mind. Provide an easy
to use, affordable way for a nonverbal young man with autism and
motor planning issues to communicate with those around him. The
application is straightforward. It has two, large, color-coordinated
buttons...one for yes, and one for no. Press either, and you will hear a
voice read your selection.
ChoiceBoard Maker is the perfect app for creating customizable choice
boards for the unique needs of individuals with communication
challenges. It reinforces correct choice by expanding the selected image
as well as playing the customized auditory rewards.

Literacy
iWriteWords teaches your child handwriting while playing a fun and
entertaining game. Help Mr. Crab collect the numbers in sequence by
dragging him with your finger - and drawing the letter at the same time.
Once all the letters in the word are drawn properly, a cute drawing
appears. Tilt your iPhone or iPod Touch and watch the letters slide into
the rotating hole and advance to the next level.
LetterTracer is an educational tool that helps preschoolers and other
pre-reading children trace and paint letter and number shapes. Early
exposure to letters and numbers helps prepare children for reading and
writing in grade school. LetterTracer's three-way combination of visual
letters, interactivity via tracing, and a spoken voice-over helps children
learn and retain the alphabet.

iWriteWords
gdiplus

$2.99

Letter Tracer
preschool letters
writing practice
Niftybrick
Software

$0.99

Dr. Suess’s ABC
Oceanhouse
Media

$3.99

From Aunt Annie riding an Alligator to the Zizzer-Zazzer-Zuzz, Dr. Seuss
teaches young readers the ABC's through hilarious words and pictures,
guaranteed to entertain any young child.

BK Alphabet
QD Ideas, LLC

Free

Let your little ones study the alphabet with the beautiful artwork of Josh
Taylor in a fun, interactive environment! Through gorgeous illustrations
and rich sensory feedback, your children can move through the alphabet
at will, hearing the letter pronounced and the name of the matching
illustration spoken.

Starfall Snowman
Starfall
Education, LLC

$0.99

Children love making snowmen and listening to the charming “Ten Little
Snowmen” song. Learn to count to ten and read essential vocabulary
while you play. Practice has never been more fun! In this App edition,
create a snowman gallery and match number sets to number symbols,
and colors to color words.

ABA Flash Cards
Kindergarten.com

Free

At Kindergarten.com our flash cards are specifically created to stimulate
learning and provide tools and strategies for creative, effective language
building. Flash cards can be a great tool for fostering the mastery of new
words, building vocabulary and conveying new concepts

$0.99

Many children with emerging language skills do not think of things as
having parts, attributes or fitting into categories but these are necessary
for developing appropriate, functional conversation skills. Once a child
can ask for, label and receptively identify a great many items, it’s a good
time to start teaching the FFC’s or rather feature, function and class of
items, people and places. These lessons teach a child to talk about
things rather than just labeling them.
Teaching problem solving helps children develop discrimination and
reasoning skills. Children will learn to group similar items together or
discriminate which items do not belong in a group

The entire series
ABA Receptive
Identification
Kindergarten.com
The entire series
ABA Problem
Solving Game
Kindergarten.com
The entire series

$0.99

Numeracy
Toddler Counting
iTot Apps, LLC

$0.99

Designed by parents in coordination with preschool teachers, Toddler
Counting helps teach basic counting skills, and even makes it fun for
your toddler. This app is a follow-on to the wildly popular Toddler
Flashcards

Sort Slider
zinc Roe Inc.

$1.99

This is a highly entertaining way to learn about shapes. Children match
amusing items with an object’s silhouette—everything from umbrellas,
flowerpots and pigeons to baseball caps. And it’s easy to make a match

PatternPainter
zinc Roe Inc.

$1.99

Children complete basic shape patterns by tapping the next shape. Then
they get to draw the correct shape. The app’s built-in shape recognition
means beginners get extra help with easy-to-follow tracing animations.
Jinja the cat, Robin the bird and Harvey the dog also appear for comic
relief.

iCount for Baby
Neoco

$0.99

iCount for Baby was made for the first kid in our agency. It's a simple
application that counts from 1 thru 10 when the screen is touched. It's
bright, bold and speaks the numbers. It's seen as a fun learning tool for
the very young. There are a few features that make this ideal to turn on,
give to your kid and not worry about them losing interest:

Count TV
Sesame
Workshop Apps

$2.99

Count TV is the third app in the Count with Sesame Series. Your child
can learn about numbers and watch videos simply by pressing any
number on the Count's remote control! As different objects appear on
screen, your child can touch each one to help the Count with his favorite
activity - counting!

Matches
Bjango

Free

Match up pairs of cards with the same image to test your memory!
Matches is full of fun sounds and colorful illustrations of animals,
transport, numbers and letters. Three different difficulty levels will keep
kids entertained and adults challenged.

Combined Academics
Tickle Tap
$3.99
Toddler Pack Two
– More Preschool
Learning Games

zinc Roe Inc.
Monkey
Preschool
Lunchbox
THUP Games

$0.99

BabyApps: ALLIN-1
Friendiki

$0.99

-BUG BUILDER: A fun, portable drawing and building game for toddler
artists.
-BOOGIE BOPPER: The playful music making game for groovy toddlers.
-WORD WIGGLER: The whizzing, whirring alphabet and word game.
-FIND FINS: An exciting hide and seek game featuring Fins the Fish.
-COLOR COLLECTOR: A playful color quest for preschoolers (*requires
device with a camera).
-6 different games that teach kids about colors, letters, counting,
shapes, sizes, matching, and differences

They can touch icons, call somebody, make notes, play games and
piano!!

Social Skills
iEarnedThat
Kidoc, LLC

$1.99

Designed by a Pediatrician and parent, iEarnedThat is an amazingly
simple motivational tool to help children develop desirable behaviors by
working towards tangible goals.

Time Timer
Time Timer LLC

$4.99

Time Timer delivers an innovative and practical way to address the
universal question of, “How much longer?”
It's disappearing red-disk allows individuals to actually see time, making
the passage of time obvious and tangible.
Simply set the Time Timer to the length of your activity. And as time
elapses, the red-disk gradually gets smaller.

Art
Random Pollock
by Miltos
Manetas
iNeen Ltd.

$2.99

"RandomPollock by Miltos Manetas" is an interactive artwork that
offers a Pollock painting experience. Specially written dynamics
software enables the user to actually throw the paint onto the screen of
his iPad and/or iPod/Phone in a way similar to Jackson Pollock's
dripping.

Doodle Buddy –
Paint, Draw,
Scribble, Sketch –
It’s Addictive!

Free

Doodle Buddy is the most fun you can have with your finger! Finger
paint with your favorite colors and drop in playful stamps. Connect with
a friend to draw together over the Internet.

Pinger, Inc.

Music
Sound Shaker
zinc Roe

$1.99

Bloom
Opal Limited

$3.99

Eensy Harp
Jeff Mohl Design
LLC

Free

Magic Piano
Smule

$0.99

iPad only

iPad only

This highly intuitive musical app is also incredibly amusing. It lets
children create and play with chime, whistle, drum, barnyard animal and
mystery sounds by simply tapping and tilting. Repeated taps generate
new sounds, while longer taps grow sounds and trigger surprise
animations. Tilting makes sounds spin and collide in whimsical
combinations.
Developed by ambient pioneer Brian Eno and musician / software
designer Peter Chilvers, Bloom explores uncharted territory in the realm
of applications for the iPhone and iPod touch. Part instrument, part
composition and part artwork, Bloom's innovative controls allow
anyone to create elaborate patterns and unique melodies by simply
tapping the screen.
After a long day of climbing, the Eensy Weensy Spider has become a
little high-strung. Just like in her new book: "The Eensy Weensy Spider
Freaks Out! (Big-Time)" So what does Eensy do to unwind? She spins her
web into little toy harp! The controls are simple: touch one of the
strings to hear a note. That's it!
Play timeless pieces on spiral, circular or regular keyboards, or follow
beams of light – mastery requires only imagination.

Fine Motor
DrawRace
RedLynx Ltd

$2.99

Totally new way to race with iPhone: Draw your racing line, the speed of
your finger sets the gas and brake. Play with your friends with hot seat
multiplayer. Race and drift your way into a world league leader!

Paper Toss
Backflip Studio

Free

Have you ever been bored at work, crumpled up a piece of paper and
counted how many times you can make it in a small trash can? Has your
boss ever gone out for a quick bite while you and your co-workers see
how far you can move the trash can away and still make the paper shot?
Have you ever brought in electric fans to make the shot even harder?
Backflip Studios is happy to announce that we have brought this
amazing and hilarious experience to the iPhone.

Puzzles
Tozzle – Toddler’s $1.99
favorite puzzle
nodeflexion.com

Looking for something entertaining but also educational for your kid?
Then Tozzle is the perfect App for you! This puzzle app is built for
children from age 2 - 99. It keeps your toddler entertained and he/she
learns to improve shape recognition and motor activity. Choose from 35
different puzzle pictures, all including funny sound effects.

Whimsy Lite
David Ross

Explore a dozen beautiful animal photos and sounds with your
preschooler by completing simple jigsaw puzzles. With the easiest level
just slide touch over piece to send into place, the hardest level requires
precise placement. Play in order or browse to your favorite. Practice
hand-eye coordination, recognize shapes, and learn about scale while
unveiling a world of animals—familiar and new, domestic and wild, baby
and adult—all with their fun and unique sounds.

Free

Animal Games
Peekaboo Barn
Night & Day
Studios, Inc.

$1.99

Vocal Zoo
Funny i Games

Free

Talking Rex
Outfit7 Ltd..

$0.99

Inside a little bouncing barn, friendly farm animals are waiting to pop
out and surprise your little one. Try and guess who they are; tap the
doors to find out! Work with your child to learn the names of animals-in English or Spanish--and hear the sounds they make! Younger children
will love opening the barn doors to find a new animal animation, as they
learn about cause and effect and become familiar with animal names
and sounds. Older children will enjoy guessing animals by sound, then
seeing the animal names, which helps develop early literacy skills.
Welcome to Vocal Zoo - the ultimate zoo experience for your kids. Here
they can experience and learn about the world’s most famous animals
in the comfort of your home. A proven child-friendly and easy to use
application, especially tuned for your little ones needs.
Rex is a talking dinosaur, a Tyrannosaurus rex. He can repeat anything
you say with his deep threatening voice.
You can pet him, poke his tail, head & body. You can even feed him a
steak, make him fight another t-rex or play fetch with him.

Vision
Draw with Stars !
Play with Musical,
Animated and
Glowing Shooting
Starts !

$0.99

Draw with animated (spinning and glow/flare effect) stars which colors
are extracted from Vincent Van Gogh's "Starry night" painting, and
share your drawing via Twitter,Facebook or email !

iPad only

L’Escapadou
Audiogasm
TMSOFT

$0.99

Audiogasm creates hypnotic visuals while listening to your favorite iPod
music or whistling a tune. It is a great way to relax while listening to
your favorite music. Discover your artistic side and generate beautiful
wallpaper for your iPhone.

